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Abstract— This paper is an introduction of customer 

relationship management, explaining the modern business 

environment and techniques to monitor it. As part of this 

process, churn management is introduced and explained 

across industries. As the research comes to its end, the 

business approach become more and more involved, and then 

we will be able to realize the importance of churn 

management and its complexity. Afterwards we will discuss 

the business aims, appropriate time for applying data mining 

methods. 
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I. INTRODUCTION (CHURN ANALYSIS) 

Customer churn or attrition is an important issue for any 

company, and it is especially important in mature industries 

where the starting period of expanding growth is done in a 

starting stage. Churn (or retention, if we look at it from the 

other side) is a one of the most important application of data 

mining. Industry uses term churn for example, in telephone 

industry to refer to all types of customer attenuation. Churn is 

an effective word because it is one syllable and easily used as 

noun and verb. Customer disintegration is a big issue for any 

organization, along with it is particularly significant in fully 

grown enterprises where the underlying duration of 

exponential point advance just as been along within. Churn 

(or withholding, in the event that we take a look at it from the 

opposite side) is a standalone without amongst the most 

significant utilization of data mining. Industry uses 

terminology churn for instance, in communication industry to 

allude to a wide range of customer disintegration whether 

Intentional or Non-Intentional. Churn is a helpful expression 

of today from that time it is one syllable along with 

effectively utilized just as both a thing along with an action 

word. 

II. CHURN RECOGNITION 

Modern market especially after late 2000's crisis mostly 

changed from growing (or even rapidly growing) into a state 

of saturation and hard competitiveness. That shift moved 

company focus from expansion to large customer base into 

keeping customers in the company. For that reason, it is very 

important to analyze customer behavior, to be able to 

understand customer preferences and to be able to proactive 

react on significant influences which can lead towards 

customer change to a competitor in (near) future. Customers 

with intention to change to a competitor are called churned 

customers while phrase churn is based on verb meaning "to 

agitate or produce brutal motion". 

A. Customer Loyalty Dimension 

In the meantime, organization requirements to perceive, 

pursue, comprehend along with deal with their most reliable 

supporters. Most loyal, from the organization viewpoint, 

could be otherwise called generally profitable. Questions 

which spring up: 

 If organization is compensating its dependable 

customers, where it procures an incentive to have the 

option to remunerate.  

 Do faithful customers along with the most significant 

customers belongs to the same group. 

 Do faithful customer along with the most significant 

customer treated same if diverse from one another. 

 
Fig. 1: Customer loyalty diagram 

III. CHURN MODEL – PREDICTIVE MODELLING 

Predictive modelling is a procedure that uses data mining and 

likelihood to figure results. Each model is comprised of 

various indicators, which are factors that are probably going 

to impact future outcomes. When information has been 

gathered for pertinent indicators, a factual model is detailed. 

The model may utilize a basic direct condition, or it might be 

a complex neural system, mapped out by advanced 

programming. As extra information winds up accessible, the 

statistical model is approved or reexamined. 

Talking about starting to apply advanced methods 

first we need to mention data selection and preprocessing. 

From the preprocessing point of view, difference between 

methods became more visible. Readiness for OLAP analysis 

include data quality and structure, preferable data warehouse 

storage, which implicates that ETL phase was conducted and 

we have metrics for data quality. 

A. Soft Churn is a Silent Business Killer 

Managing customer churn is one of the great concerns of 

modern market especially in telecommunications and 

insurance but also banking and retail. The annual churn rates 

are increasing for highly 20% to 40% in middle 2000's 

(Berson, 1999) (Kim, 2004) (Madden, 1999). Customer churn 

adversely affects these companies because they are risking 

great deal of price, profit levels and possible loss or referrals 

from continuing service customers. Furthermore, the cost of 
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acquiring a new customer can substantially exceed the cost of 

retaining an existing customer (Silber, 1997). 

Modern approach follows customer through lifecycle 

creating value called customer experience (CE or CX) as 

more appropriate measure for today's environment. By 

managing customer experience companies should turn 

themselves into position of customer with focus on questions 

like (Peppers, Rogers, 2008): 

B. Understanding Business Aims 

Market saturation leads to decrease in response rate from 

acquisition campaigns while cost for acquiring new customer 

goes up. Looking for efficient business balance, company has 

to be always faced to choose is it more efficient to invest into 

retaining current customers of focus on acquiring new ones. 

 Acquire 

 Adopt 

 Retain 

 Adopt 

As we define, churn can be voluntary or involuntary. 

However there is a third choice, expected churn (Berry, 

Linhoff, 2004). Involuntary churn, also known as forced 

attrition, occurs when the company, terminates the 

relationship most commonly due to unpaid bills. Expected 

churn occurs when the customer is no longer in the target 

market for a product. 

C. Causes of Customer Churn 

There are a different number of issues that could lead clients 

to leave, anyway there are at any rate that are seen similarly 

as the essential driver of client Churn. The first is poor client 

organization. One investigation found that about most of 

clients have sidelined a work in light of a poor experience. 

We are living alongside working in the season of the buyer 

unwaveringness, alongside clients are mentioning outstand 

alone inside client organization alongside experiences. 

Companies that mistake forced churn for voluntary 

churn lose twice, once when they spend money trying to 

retain customers who later go bad and again in increased 

write-offs. Predicting forced churn can also be dangerous. 

Because the treatment given to customers who are not likely 

to pay their bills tends to be nasty, phone service is 

suspended, late fees are increased, and dunning letters are 

sent more quickly. These remedies may alienate otherwise 

good customers and increase the chance that they will churn 

voluntarily. 

In many companies, voluntary churn and 

involuntary churn are the responsibilities of different groups. 

Marketing is concerned with holding on to good customers 

and finance is concerned with reducing exposure to bad 

customers. From a data mining point of view, it is better to 

address both voluntary and involuntary churn together since 

all customers are at risk for both kinds of churn to varying 

degrees. 

IV. STATISTICS AND ALGORITHMS USED 

We can look into the pattern of customer that got churned 

during a particular duration. Basic statistics that can help 

calculating this pattern are Mean, Median, Mode and other 

inferential statistical techniques. Algorithms used to detect 

the pattern are 

A. Linear Regression 

Linear regression is valuable for discovering relationship 

between two variables. i.e independent variables and 

dependent variables. The primary goal is to obtain a line that 

is the best fit of data. The best fitted line is which total 

prediction error (all data points) are as least as possible. 

Errors are the distance between points to the regression line. 

We aim to fit the line on straight line: 

Y = Mx+C                        1.1 

Where M and C are the coefficients 

B. Residual Analysis 

Randomness and unpredictability are the two main 

components of a regression model. 

C. Logistic Regression 

Logistic regression are basically the logit function and is 

applied when independent variables are parallel or Boolean 

in nature.  

D. Decision Tree 

Decision tree is a very crucial technique useful in case of both 

regression or classification problem. It is a data mining 

technique used to aggregate attributes reliant on target 

variables. It makes decision on the basis of aggregated results 

of the steps that is participating. We can reach out to result on 

the basis of assumption made in the past. 

E. Random Forest 

Another important algorithm that we have is random forest. 

It is an ensemble method. Decision tree reliant on most of the 

records, along with the predefined factors, in the planning 

data gathering. There is, regardless, a method that utilizations 

different trees, where the yield of each tree is seen just as 

when choosing the last course of action of each record.  

V. METHODOLOGY 

Any predictive modelling requirements to take a review at the 

data before we begin demonstrating. Not withstand alone 

with, in data mining terminology seeing data alludes to far 

beyond simply reviewing. Seeing   to investigating the data, 

cleaning the data just as imagining the data by means of 

diagrams along with plots. This is frequently called just as 

Exploratory Data Analysis. To begin this procedure, we will 

initially attempt along with take a review at Each the 

likelihood appropriations of the factors. Most analysis like 

relapse, require the data to be regularly dispersed. We could 

envision that in a review by taking a review at the likelihood 

disseminations or likelihood thickness elements of the 

variable. 

A. Data Cleaning 

It is the most important step in case of exploratory data 

analysis. Our task starts with cleaning the data. Data are 

generally noisy in nature as we receive it through various data 

sources. Initial and most time consuming step in our case is 

data cleaning. 

It mainly includes detecting missing values, 

checking the collinearity of the data, detecting outliers. 
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B. Data modelling and Model Performance 

Divide the data into two sets. Train and Test. Need to apply 

the aforesaid techniques on training data set and test the 

performance of the model create and then test the 

performance, if the model is best fitted or a worst. 

For classification problem confusion matrix is 

helpful in order to check the performance of the model. It 

results the comparisons between predicted values and the 

actual values. We have some important terminology in 

confusion matrix which gives a picture of the model so 

predicted. These are: True Positive, True Negative, False 

Positive, and False Negative. On the basis of these 

terminologies we can deep dive into data. 

C. Building the Best Predictive Model 

To comprehend the key zones, allows first separate the 

procedure of predictive analysis toward its fundamental parts. 

Extensively, it tends to be separated toward 4 sections. Each 

segment requests x measure of time to execute. We should 

just assess these angles n(with time taken):  

1) Descriptive Analysis:  

We used to for the most part manufacture models just on 

Logistic Regression along with Decision Trees. Major of the 

calculations we utilized includes avaricious calculations, 

which could subset the quantity of highlights we have to 

concentrate on.  

With cutting edge AI devices coming toward 

picture, time taken to play out the undertaking could be 

decreased altogether. For our underlying analysis, we likely 

don't require any kind of highlight building. Henceforth, the 

time we may need to do unmistakable analytics is limited to 

know the missing qualities along with huge highlights which 

are legitimately noticeable. 

2) Data Treatment:  

This is viewed just as the most time making stride, we have 

to discover keen systems to fill in this stage. Here are two 

straightforward traps which we could actualize:  

 
Fig. 2: AUC-ROC curve 

3) Estimation of Performance:  

I discover k-overlay with k=3 exceptionally viable to take my 

underlying data collection. This may at long last takes 1-2 

minutes most extreme to execute along with archive. 

4) Model Tuning:  

Organization structures a progression fight paced 

unequivocally at the customers predict to Churn. The 

efficiency of the campaign is evaluated in 'advantage', which 

is a component of profit. Unique fight must result in a positive 

bit of leeway just as must be facilitate to achieve the most 

bewildering bit of leeway esteem. A brief timeframe later, the 

elevating office requirements to recognize costs along with 

the bit of leeway related with each arrangement of customers 

spread out above. This extraordinary fight is gigantically 

ground-breaking at lessening Churn yet what's more a super 

costly one. So, it is huge that the advancement should be 

shown only to the customers predict to have any challenge 

objective. There is an undeniable net interpretive models if 

Churn plan customers respond determined to the challenge 

anyway there is moreover a cost (negative bit of leeway) if 

disintegration non-forecast customers that are shown the 

advancement sign up to the advancement. 

VI. SUMMARY 

By looking at researches so far it is obvious that industry and 

specific environment affect which data mining method we 

should use to achieve best results. Furthermore, with 

increasing availability of high-performance processing power 

researchers are combining different methods into hybrid 

models with best characteristic of every method merged into 

single iterative methodology. Nevertheless, in literature we 

can find updated lists of achievements by industry and 

method as interesting starting point which can create 

perspective for everyone who is evaluating methods for the 

first time but also someone who will like to proof its idea or 

check best practice for its industry. 

Following idea of best data mining method, by 

looking at researches conducted so far, we can easily 

conclude several important facts for every method helping us 

to choose among most used ones. Most important conclusion 

is that there is no, one-size-fits-all" approach. Furthermore, 

once model is established it needs to be calibrated on annual 

basis in order to keep its competitiveness among changing 

influences of modern market. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

Data mining is used in support of both advertising and direct 

marketing to identify the right audience, choose the best 

communications channels, and pick the most appropriate 

messages. Prospective customers can be compared to a 

profile of the intended audience and given a fitness score. 

Should information on individual prospects not be available, 

the same method can be used to assign fitness scores to 

geographic neighborhoods using appropriate. 

For example, a response model scores prospects on 

their likelihood to respond to a direct marketing campaign. 

This information can be used to improve the response rate of 

a campaign, but is not, by itself, enough to determine 

campaign profitability. Estimating campaign profitability 

requires reliance on estimates of the underlying response rate 

to a future campaign, estimates of average order sizes 

associated with the response, and cost estimates for 

fulfillment and for the campaign itself. A more customer-

centric use of response scores is to choose the best campaign 
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for each customer from among a number of competing 

campaigns. This approach avoids the usual problem of 

independent, score-based campaigns, which tend to pick the 

same people every time. It is important to distinguish between 

the ability of a model to recognize people who are interested 

in a product or service and its ability to recognize people who 

are moved to make a purchase based on a particular campaign 

or offer. Differential response analysis offers a way to 

identify the market segments where a campaign will have the 

greatest impact. Differential response models seek to 

maximize the difference in response between a treated group 

and a control group rather than trying to maximize the 

response itself. 
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